
With over 20 years of experience, 

UDIZINE is distinct in the diversity 

and functionality of its systems. 

We pride ourselves on creating 

display fixtures that are modern, 

functionally smart , reasonably priced 

and most importantly designed to 

increase sales. 

SHOE 
Displays 



 

 

 

Think Fusion!  
All UDIZINE slat fixtures work 

best as a team! 

SlatSystem 

A full store solution - all in one system. 

MICHAEL K.  NYC 



Two Is Better 

Than One 
Join multiple units and create 

exceptional display walls! 

SoloSlat 

Metal slat fixtures for a clean high-end look 

 
FLEET FEET SPORTS 



SoloSlat 

Metal slat fixtures for a clean,                                        

high-end look 

 

Two Is Better 

Than One 
Join multiple units and create 

exceptional display walls! 



 SoloSlat 

 Metal slat fixtures for a clean high-end look 

. 
               COLUMBIA 

Two Is Better 

Than One 
Join multiple units and create 

exceptional display walls! 



When Aesthetics 

Meet Function  
Wall mounted strips for affordable 

custom looking displays 

 SlatStrip 

 Metal strips for added strength 

 and easy installation  
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When Aesthetics 

Meet Function  
Wall mounted strips for affordable 

custom looking displays 

 SlatStrip 

     Soccer Plus, Dayton, OH 

 Metal strips for added strength 

 and easy installation  



When Aesthetics 

Meet Function  
Wall mounted strips for affordable 

custom looking displays 

     SNEAKER PAWN, NYC 

 SlatStrip 

 Metal strips for added strength 

 and easy installation  



Create A Hotspot  
4-way stands for optimizing your 

mid-floor sales area 

 

 4-Way SlatStands           

Reconfigurable shoe display stands 



Stylishly Creative 
A creative alternative to conventional 

slatwall 

UniSlat  

Recessed horizontal strip, mounts to 

drywall and can be cut to size. 
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UniSlat  

Recessed horizontal strip, mounts to 

drywall and can be cut to size. 

Stylishly Creative 
A creative alternative to conventional 

slatwall 



Custom Look 
Our custom look fixtures are ideal for 
integrating into your full design concept. 

 

Functionality 
Our products are simple to use and install.   

 

Affordable 
Mass production allows us to offer an 
affordable alternative to custom displays. 

 

Reliable 
All our products meet strict manufacturing 
requirements. 

Product 

Why UDIZINE?                
Because we have the best... 

 



Convenient to Design: 
All the latest information about our 
products is available online.  

  

Convenient to Order: 
Our entire line of fixtures are available 
from stock. 

 

Convenient to Ship: 
Our entire line of fixtures are UPSable. 

Convenience 

Why UDIZINE?                
Because we are the best in... 

 



The UDIZINE concept, 

allows U to DIZINE the 

ideal display solution, 

using either one 

system or combining 

one or more systems 

for a unique display 

and full store solution. 

UDIZINE's products are 

displayed by reputable 

brands such as:  

Nike, New Balance,     

Fleet Feet, Trek Bikes, 

Columbia, Mountainside 

Fitness, Nu Skin, Isaac 

Mizrahi, Hanro and more. 


